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NASA’s Heliophysics Data and Model Consortium

§ the HDMC houses the SPASE working group
§ also supports a slow-burning effort to enhance the data 

environment within NASA’s Heliophysics community
§ overlaps with Planetary missions via plasma physics (energetic 

particles and fields)
§ focus has been on 

Ø Heliophysics Virtual Observatories (VxOs)
Ø data restoration
Ø resident archives

Ø data environment enhancements – a few funded efforts for new data 
serving ideas

§ A group has been meeting for the last 9 months to work out a 
common data access API for a subset of Heliophysics data
(time series datasets up to two dimensions)
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Interoperability Context

§ many plasma physics databases are time-series data

§ granule-level access is not too useful, since granule format is 
highly variable from one database to another

§ goal is to provide standardized, low level, granule-independent 
access to diverse, distributed resources
Ø view a dataset as a logical collection of parameters
Ø offer a single API to allow uniform access to logical dataset content
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Multiple APIs hinder interoperability

note: also need to incorporate 
data centers without

any existing API

Past Present Future

Different data
formats made
interoperability
difficult:
ASCII (many
flavors), CDF,
HDF4, HDF5,
netCDF, 
custom binary,
etc. 

Data servers have consolidated many
datasets, but each data center has a
different access interface.

need a standard API 
representing a lowest 
common denominator that 
multiple data centers will 
endorse and implement
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Interoperability for Metadata versus Data

§ SPASE
Ø captures metadata in a standard way and enables interoperable 

searches for resources, but has limited use for allowing access to 
the data – mostly by design

Ø very mature; many datasets described
Ø used by Heliophysics Data Portal, VMO, VHO, VEPO

§ HAPI – Heliophysics Application Programming Interface
Ø designed to be somewhat independent of SPASE and to be focused 

on access to the raw numbers in the data files
Ø draft spec is almost ready
Ø a few demonstration servers and test clients
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Scenarios for a Standard Data Server API
Case 1 of 3

Reminder: each data center
has its own API

Data Center creates a new access
mechanism to support the new 
interface.
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Scenarios for a Standard Data Server API
Case 2 of 3

Reminder: each data center
has its own API

A Data Center (large gray box) serves
as a pass-through server by creating
an adapter to read from the non-standard
API of another data center (small light
gray box) and re-serve the data using
a standard API.
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Scenarios for a Standard Data Server API
Case 3 of 3

Reminder: each data center
has its own API

Data Center creates a new access
mechanism to support the new 
interface.
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the HAPI Spec

§ Two critical standards in the spec:
Ø 1. how do you ask a server for data?
Ø 2. what data format do you get in response
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Introducing the 
Heliophysics Application Programming Interface 

(HAPI)

§ specific URL endpoints, each with one service
Ø REST-like flavor where URLs represent a resource

§ should be easy to write a basic server implementation from scratch 
(post-doc or motivated grad student)

§ should be easy to write clients from scratch as well
§ focus is on data, not metadata

Ø very little required metadata
Ø independent of SPASE (!)
Ø NOT intended to provide everything a data center needs to provide a useful 

web site
§ Other constraints

Ø designed with tabular, time-series data in mind
Ø can handle up to 2-D data (spectrogram, pitch angle distributions, etc)

(but room left for possible expansion)

Design Intents
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Details of the HAPI specification
(focusing on minimum requirements)

All endpoints must be directly below a URL that ends with ‘hapi’

§ http://example.com/hapi/capabilities
– describes options implemented by the server

§ http://example.com/hapi/catalog
– list of datasets at the server

§ http://example.com/hapi/info
– show metadata for one dataset at a time (basically a data header)

§ http://example.com/hapi/data
– retrieve a stream of data content for one dataset over a specific time range

HAPI Endpoints – compliant servers must implement these.
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The capabilities endpoint

§ response is in JSON format
§ all outputs include the API version number
§ indicates which optional elements of the serer are implemented by 

this server
§ currently, the only option is the output formats of the data

which are CSV (required) and binary (optional) – more on this later
§ Example:

{
"HAPI" : "1.0",
"capabilities" : 
[

{
"formats": ["csv", "binary" ]

}
]

}

http://example.com/hapi/capabilities
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The catalog endpoint

§ response is JSON again
§ list of just the identifiers of the datasets available at this server
§ no metadata for the datasets, just the id
§ Example:

http://example.com/hapi/catalog

{
"HAPI" : "1.0",
"catalog" : 
[

{"id": "path/to/ACE_MAG"},
{"id": "data/IBEX/ENA/AVG5MIN"},
{"id": "data/CRUISE/PLS"},
{"id": "any_identifier_here"}

]
}
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The info endpoint

§ note the one require request parameter indicating the dataset
§ there is an optional input to limit which parameters are 

described
Ø hapi/info?id=DATASET_ID&parameters=A,B,C,D

§ response is JSON formatted metadata about the requested 
dataset

§ there are many optional metadata items about the dataset, but 
only a few required ones

§ the focus is the list of parameters in the dataset
§ Example on the next slide

http://example.com/hapi/info?id=DATASET_ID
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info endpoint example

{  "HAPI": "1.0",
"creationDate”: "2016-06-15T12:34"
"parameters": [

{ "name": "Time",
"type": "isotime",
"length": 24 },

{ "name": "radial_position",
"type": "double",
"units": "km",
"description": "radial position of the spacecraft" },

{ "name": "quality flag",
"type": "integer”,
"description ": "0=OK and 1=bad" },

{ "name": "mag_GSE",
"type": "float",
"units": "nT",
"size" : [3],
"description": ”hr avg Cartesian mag field in nT in GSE" }

]
}

http://example.com/hapi/info?id=path/to/ACE/MAGRequest:
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Output Time Values

§ Any ISO 8601 string
§ can leave off date elements if they are zero (or 1 for day of year 

or month day)
§ can optionally end with “Z”
§ servers allowed to emit either YYYY-DDD or YYYY-MM-DD, so 

clients must be able to handle both date flavors

§ even in binary output, time values are still strings (must specify 
a fixed length)

§ all time values in a dataset should be the same (don’t omit time 
fields on just some values – be consistent)
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HAPI dataset parameters

only ‘name’ and ‘type’ are required for everything; others are required for some types
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The data endpoint

§ dataset id is required
§ time range is required

Ø time format can be any valid ISO 8601 time string (day-of-year or year-
month-day) and all time fields need not be specified (just the date is OK, 
or just the date and the hour) 

§ parameter restriction is optional
Ø hapi/data?id=DATASET_ID&time.min=T0&time.max=T1&

parameters=A,B,C,D

§ default format is ‘csv’; ‘binary’ can be specified (if it is supported in 
the capabilities)

§ dataset header (from the ‘info’ request) can be prepended to the 
data and each line will be prefixed with a “#” character

§ Example on the next slide

http://example.com/hapi/data?id=DATASET_ID&
time.min=2016-01-01T12:34:56.789Z&
time.max=2016-01-01T18
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data endpoint example

#{ "HAPI": "1.0",
#  "creationDate": "2016-10-13T18:40:20.000",
#  "parameters": [
#    { "name": "Epoch", "type": "isotime", "units": "UTC", "length": 23 },
#    { "name": "BR", "type": "double", "units": "nT", "fill": "-1.000e+38" },
#    { "name": "BT", "type": "double", "units": "nT", "fill": "-1.000e+38" },
#    { "name": "BN", "type": "double", "units": "nT", "fill": "-1.000e+38" }],
#  "firstDate": "2000-01-01T00:00:00.000",
#  "lastDate": "2004-07-01T00:00:00.000",
#  "description": "Cassini cruise magnetometer data at 1 min resolution",
#  "resourceURL": "http://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/cassini/",
#  "format": "csv"
#}
2002-04-05T00:00:00.000,2.040000e-01,-6.300000e-01,6.700000e-02
2002-04-05T00:01:00.000,1.880000e-01,-6.340000e-01,7.100000e-02
2002-04-05T00:02:00.000,1.660000e-01,-6.390000e-01,6.200000e-02
2002-04-05T00:03:00.000,1.770000e-01,-6.410000e-01,6.500000e-02
2002-04-05T00:04:00.000,1.990000e-01,-6.300000e-01,4.400000e-02
2002-04-05T00:05:00.000,2.010000e-01,-6.280000e-01,3.200000e-02
2002-04-05T00:06:00.000,2.200000e-01,-6.260000e-01,4.900000e-02

http://datashop.elasticbeanstalk.com/hapi/data?
id=CASSINI_1_MIN_CRUISE_MAG&time.min=2002-095&
time.max=2002-095T00:05&include=header&parameters=BR,BT,BN
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Example HAPI Servers

§ These are still prototypes – none fully implement the spec yet, 
but were developed to test out ideas during the ongoing 
development of the spec.

§ GSFC
http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/registry/hdp/hapi/

§ JHU / APL
http://datashop.elasticbeanstalk.com/hapi/

§ George Mason University
http://tsds.org/get/IMAGE/PT1M/hapi
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HAPI Clients

§ Autoplot can read from a HAPI server
Ø NOTE: You need the development version of Autoplot and you need 

the line 
"hapiDeveloper=true”

in ~/autoplot_data/config/system.properties for this to work.

§ An IDL client was written (quickly) by Scott Boardsen at GSFC
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Demonstrations

§ Server
http://datashop.elasticbeanstalk.com/hapi/

§ Client
autplot.org (development version with hapiDeveloper=true)
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Autoplot
vap+hapi:http://datashop.elasticbeanstalk.com/hapi?
id=CASSINI_1_MIN_CRUISE_MAG&parameters=Epoch,BR,BT,BN&
timerange=2002-01-01+through+2002-01-02
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IDL Client (Boardsen)

Plot of Geotail MAG data from a UCLA server.
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Future Plans

§ HDMC will support the creation of reference implementations for 
A HAPI server that will function as
Ø an example of how to expose existing data via the HAPI Spec
Ø a starting point for a more turnkey solution: a short interview about 

your existing data will configure a ready-to-go-server. These will 
help:
– data are in a self-describing data format
– file names follow a rational date-based convention
– metadata is available somewhere, hopefully in high quality SPASE
– If these are true, the turnkey solution will work.

§ Also, add elements to space to make this easier to adapt directly 
from parameter level SPASE
Ø URI template string (describes date elements in filenames)
Ø units for each parameter
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Implications

§ Bring the promise of interoperability to Heliophysics data content
§ Single API to get to the digital content of:

Ø GSFC, PDS/PPI, University of Iowa, JHU/APL, ViRBO
§ Eventually, an easier way for smaller providers (like an instrument 

team or an institution with multiple instrument teams) to expose 
their holdings in a standard way

§ SPASE changes (also requires SPASE to be made more carefully)
§ Interest from the modeling community, starting with CCMC at 

Goddard
§ Interest from other providers?
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Example Metadata -- This is a metadata file used to 
configure a GSFC dataset in APL’s DataShop server.
name: CASSINI_1_MIN_CRUISE_MAG
finder: http://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/cassini/cassini_min%Y.asc
description: Cassini cruise magnetometer data at 1 min resolution
firstDate: 2000-001
lastDate: 2004-183
cadence: 60
gbPerDay: 0.00015
resourceURL: http://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/cassini/
time:Epoch|ydhms|0,1,2,3,-1
parameters:
YYYY,int,years
DOY,int,days
HH,int,hours
MM,int,minutes,none,none,none,none,averages built from MM:00 to (MM+1):00
BR,double,nT,99999.999,none,none,none,R component in RTN
BT,double,nT,99999.999,none,none,none,T component in RTN
BN,double,nT,99999.999,none,none,none,N component in RTN
BTOTAL,double,nT,99999.999,none,none,none,Field magnitude
RANGE,double,AU,9.99999,none,none,none,Heliocentric radial distance of spacecraft
LATITUDE,double,degrees,999.99,none,none,none,Heliocentric latitude of spacecraft
LONGITUDE,double,degrees,999.99,none,none,none,Longitude of spacecraft East from Sun-Aries line
X_IHG,double,AU,99.99999,none,none,none,Inertial Heliographic X component of sun-to-sc vector
Y_IHG,double,AU,99.99999,none,none,none,Inertial Heliographic Y component of sun-to-sc vector
Z_IHG,double,AU,99.99999,none,none,none,Inertial Heliographic Z component of sun-to-sc vector
NPTS,int,dimensionless,none,none,none,none,number of 1-sec values in 1-min averages


